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The thesis guiding this article is that monothe-
ism, the belief in one omnipotent God, cre-
ates a unique emotional burden for its adher-

ents and that beliefs in Satan can be used to
attenuate this burden. Across two studies with Chris-
tian participants, theory and empirical evidence will
be presented in support of this thesis. Specifically, it
is suggested that the emotional burden of monothe-
ism can be reduced when the etiology of painful life
events is systematically attributed to Satan rather
than to God. This attributional shift allows relation-
ship with God, for some, to be relatively less contam-
inated by the sufferings associated with negative life
events. Thus, the Satan figure, as an attributional
locus, may play a psycho-theological role in the lives
of some Christian believers, aiding these believers in
explaining misfortune and pain while simultaneously
protecting the God-experience from negative affect.

The Theological Backdrop: Theodicy and the
emotional burden of monotheism

The emotional burden of monotheism. Explaining
the pain and suffering in life is a unique theological
burden in monotheistic religions. Specifically, in
polytheistic systems discordant life events can be
quickly attributed to malevolent deities. But when
there is a single, omnipotent God the positive and
negative experiences of life get laid at the One God’s
feet. In the Judeo-Christian tradition all these themes
are dramatically captured in Isaiah 45:6-7 (KJV):
I am the LORD and there is none else. I form light, and create
darkness: I make peace, and create evil: I the LORD do all
these things.

Obviously, when prosperity and disaster are
attributed to God, relationship with God can
become emotionally and theologically complicated.
From a theological stance, these complications are
formally considered to be questions of theodicy.
Specifically, systematic theodicies are attempts to
reconcile the pain, suffering, and evil in life with the
Christian commitments that God is omnibenevolent
and omnipotent (for a contemporary theological
overview see Davis, 2001).

But as Walter Brueggemann (1997) has written,
theodicy is not simply a theological, that is to say,
an intellectual, exercise. Theodicy properly under-
stood is an experiential burden. The individual
believer must reconcile his or her life circum-
stance with fundamental beliefs about God. The
outcome of  this  experient ia l  nexus  direct ly
impacts how the believer relates to and experi-
ences God. That is, if God is the agent of suffering
and pain, then can we still experience God as lov-
ing and compassionate? Will our relationship with
God remain positive and healthy or will it grow
bitter and resentful? Consider the words of Job as
he sat devastated by God, or the cry of Psalm 88.

THE EMOTIONAL BURDEN OF

MONOTHEISM:  SATAN, THEODICY,
AND RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD

The thesis of this research was that belief in Satan
helps Christian believers attenuate ambivalent feel-
ings about God in the face of painful life events. Two
questions were examined. First, are robust notions of
Satan associated with more positive feelings toward
God?  Second, are robust notions of Satan associated
with blaming God less for the pain and suffering
inherent in human existence? In study 1 robust
notions of Satan did predict more positive experi-
ences with God. In study 2 robust notions of Satan
were manifested by participants who were less likely
to blame God for the pain and suffering in the
world. These trends were consistent with the experi-
mental predictions suggesting that belief in Satan
may be functioning as an attributional category to
reduce theodic blame toward God.
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These biblical voices poignantly express “the emo-
tional burden of monotheism.”

Satan and theodicy.  Theodic questions are
uniquely acute in monotheistic faiths such as Chris-
tianity. As noted, in polytheistic religions the theodic
burden can be alleviated, although not eliminated,
by an appeal to a pantheon where some gods can be
seen as uniquely good and other gods as bringers of
woe and disaster. Rather than the One God bringing
weal and woe, as seen in Isaiah 45:7, these can be
separated. In polytheism the questions of theodicy
can be answered by an appeal to heavenly conflict,
where benevolent patron deities can be appealed to
for protection against malevolent gods and spirits
(Kirsch, 2005). But in monotheism, where One God
brings weal and woe, where is one to turn?

Historically, Christianity has always been tempt-
ed by dualistic polytheism or ditheism. From the
great heresies of Gnosticism and Marcionism in the
1st and 2nd centuries, to Manichaeanism in the 3rd
and 4th centuries and Catharism in the 13th century,
which still rumble on today, many Christians have
tried to resolve the emotional burden of monothe-
ism by positing two gods, one good and the other
evil. Although these movements were declared to be
heretical, each was a powerful force in its day. The
reason is easy to see. The psychological appeal of
ditheism, as a resolution to the ambivalences inher-
ent in monotheism, is obvious. The Good God, the
God of Jesus, becomes a relatively uncomplicated
character, full of unmitigated goodness and love.
The pain, suffering, and evils of life can be systemati-
cally shifted to the second, Malevolent God.

Although Christianity has decisively rejected the
ditheistic heresies, dualistic notions remained in
Christianity via the character of Satan. In the oldest
books of the Tanakh (Old Testament) Satan
appeared as a minor actor. But in post-exilic
Judaism and early Christianity the Satan construct
has intensified. Rather than simply being a Heavenly
Prosecutor, Satan becomes the Enemy of God and
the personification of evil. Although not strictly a
strong form of ditheism, this intensification of the
Satan construct produces a weak-ditheism. The
intensification of the Satan character may have been
motivated by the same theodicy concerns of the
great ditheistic heresies. That is, a strong Satan may
have helped to resolve some of the emotional bur-
den inherent in monotheism.

A fairly recent example of this argument—that the
intensification of the Satan character was motivated

by theodic burdens—has been made by Jack Miles. In
his sequel to the Pulitzer-Prize winning book God: A
Biography, Miles (2001) has suggested that post-exil-
ic Israel faced its supreme crisis of theodicy (the
destruction of the nation) at the very time they were
exposed to Persian Zoroastrianism (the dominant
faith of the host nation). Although Persian Zoroastri-
anism had a pantheon of gods, its central vision was
dualistic, with two deities—one Good and the other
Evil—dominating the metaphysical scene. Miles
(2001) argued that this Zoroastrian dualism, in the
face of Israel’s national and theological nightmare, led
to an elaboration of the Satan character along with an
enhanced angelology and demonology. Consequently,
Israel’s theodicy questions came to be answered with
a warfare model, where the spiritual forces of good-
ness were arrayed against the spiritual forces of dark-
ness. This warfare model is best illustrated in the post-
exilic book of Daniel (see Daniel 10: 20-21 as an
example of the post-exilic warfare theodicy). Miles
summarized this entire line of argument:
My translation reflects my belief that the linked angelology and
demonology of Hellenistic Judaism and early Christianity are
ultimately Persian in origin…[First,] Yahweh began to function as
exclusively a principle of good rather than as, simultaneously, a
principle of good and of evil. The consequences are obvious: As
God became both a consistently good god and the only real
god, the question How could a good god permit. . .? suddenly
became unavoidable and indeed is faced for the first time.. .

Just at this point in its history, as it happened, Israel was mas-
sively exposed to a persuasive answer to the new question.
The empire that succeeded the Babylonian in Israel was the
Persian, and Persian Zoroastrianism recognized two compet-
ing deities: Ahura Mazdah, the personification of good, and
Angra Mainyu, the personification of evil. These two were not
the only supernatural beings in existence, but all others were
organized around them. The process by which Persian reli-
gious thought penetrated Israelite thought is impossible to
reconstruct, for the record of their interaction during the two
centuries when Persia ruled Israel is extremely slender. It is
undeniable, however, that after this period the long Israelite
entanglement with Semitic polytheism seems to be over, while
a dramatic growth in the importance of Satan, or the Devil, is
easy to document, not to mention a concomitant growth in
the number and importance of angels serving God and of dev-
ils serving the “new” Satan . . . One sees this change most easily
in the extracanonical Jewish literature of the last pre-Christian
centuries . . . (Miles, 2001, pp. 300-302)

Although Miles gives us one example of this argu-
ment many theologians have made similar observa-
tions. Theologian S. Mark Heim summarizes how,
throughout Christian history, the devil has been
pulled toward the ditheistic formulations to alleviate
the theodic burden upon God:
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The devil offered a backdoor escape from the theodicy dilem-
ma, by providing an informal vehicle for a manichaean or
gnostic alternative to it. So the devil was sometimes tugged
toward a manichaean status (a power equal and opposite to
God, responsible for evil) or toward the gnostic status of a
quasi-creator (a lower divinity responsible for the deficient
character of material creation). (Heim, 2001, p. 87)

The Current Study: Does Satan function as a
theodicy?

The point of reviewing the theological and histor-
ical arguments above is that they raise an interesting
question regarding potential relationships between
belief in Satan, theodicy, and the experience of God.
Specifically, if it is true that Satan partly functioned
as a theodicy in the life of Israel and the early church,
might we see a similar dynamic at work in modern
day believers? A sketch of the proposed model is as
follows. Relationship with God, as we have noted,
can be complicated. In the midst of pain and suffer-
ing we wonder if God truly cares about us. This feel-
ing is exacerbated if God is believed to be the actual
cause of our pain. But what if God is not the cause?
What if a second malevolent force—Satan—is the
cause of my suffering? True, not all the woe of life
will come from Satan, but some of it could be
attributed to his actions. If so, then at least some
portion of the pain and suffering of my life isn’t laid
at the feet of God. In the end, my relationship with
God is slightly less conflicted and ambivalent.

This chain of reasoning seems plausible, but it
requires empirical support. Thus, the purpose of
the present studies was to assess the relationship
between beliefs in Satan, relationship with God,
and theodic complaints toward God. Informed by
the arguments above the following predictions
were made. First, it was predicted that Christian
believers with strong Satan concepts would report
more positive relationships with God compared
with believers expressing weaker Satan concepts.
The rationale for this expectation should now be
obvious. Believers with “strong” Satan constructs
(i.e., believers who have a very robust notion of
Satan’s activity, power, and scope in the world) are
attributionally close to a dualistic religious formu-
lation. That is, much of the pain and suffering in
life is being systematically shifted away from God
and onto Satan. By contrast, Christian believers
with “weaker” Satan concepts (i.e., believers who
may believe in Satan but see him as a minor player in
their lives) will be attributionally closer to a

monotheistic position, where the good and the bad
in life are laid at the feet of God. For these believ-
ers, the relationship with God should be more
ambivalent and, thus, should be rated in less glow-
ing terms when compared with their counterparts.
The second prediction is that strong Satan con-
cepts are functioning as a theodicy, as a psychologi-
cal mechanism to explain the pain and suffering in
life. Thus, it was predicted that believers with
stronger Satan concepts would direct less blame
toward God for the evils and sufferings of the
human condition. By contrast, it was predicted that
believers with weaker notions of Satan would tend
to blame God more for pain and suffering.

These two predictions were tested in two differ-
ent empirical studies. Study 1 assessed the prediction
regarding God-relationship and the strength of the
Satan concept. Study 2 assessed the predicted associ-
ation between strength of the Satan concept and
theodic blame toward God.

STUDY 1

METHOD

Participants and Procedure

Participants were 297 undergraduate students
enrolled at Abilene Christian University. Sixty-
seven percent of the sample was female. The mean
age of the sample was 19.37 (SD = 2.41). The eth-
nicity breakdown was: 82.5% Caucasian, 6.7%
African-American, 6.7% Hispanic, 1.3% Asian-
American. The religious affiliations represented
were: 56.2% Church of Christ, 20.5% non-denomi-
national, 10.4% Baptist, and 4.0% Catholic. Partici-
pants were also asked the number of years they
had been involved with a Christian church or
denomination. The mean response (in years) was
16.89 (SD = 5.46).

Participants were asked to complete measures
that assessed the strength of their Satan concept,
attachment to God (as a relational measure), and
religious well-being (as a relational measure). Course
credit was offered for participation.

Assessment Instruments

Strength of the Satan Concept. Given that no liter-
ature exists on this particular subject, is was neces-
sary to develop a measure that assessed the strength
of the Satan concept. Theoretically, the scale was
developed to assess the degree to which a person
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saw Satan as an active and powerful agent in daily
affairs. To assess this construct eight items were draft-
ed. See Appendix A for the full scale. Prior to hypothe-
sis-testing the psychometric properties of the Strength
of the Satan Concept (SSC) scale were assessed.
Specifically, a principal components analysis indicated
that one factor best fit the SSC items (eigenvalue =
3.58, 44.7% of the variance). The SSC items also gen-
erated a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of .80.

The Attachment to God Inventory. The Attach-
ment to God Inventory (AGI; Beck & McDonald,
2004) was used to assess facets of the God relation-
ship. The AGI is a 28-item scale that assesses, follow-
ing the adulthood attachment literature (Brennan,
Clark, & Shaver, 1998), the two attachment dimen-
sions of avoidance of intimacy and anxiety about
abandonment. These two dimensions (when
dichotomized) capture the dynamics underlying the
classic four-fold attachment taxonomy: secure, pre-
occupied, dismissing, and fearful attachments. The
AGI contains 14 items on the anxiety about aban-
donment subscale (Cronbach alpha of .86 in the cur-
rent sample), and 14 items on the Avoidance of Inti-
macy subscale (Cronbach alpha coefficient of .89).
Each item was rated along a 1-7 Likert scale (1 =
strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree). Examples of
the Anxiety items were: “I often worr y about
whether God is pleased with me” and “I fear God
does not accept me when I do wrong.” Examples of
the Avoidance items were: “I prefer not to depend
too much on God” and “I just don’t feel a deep need
to be close to God.”

The Spiritual Well-being Scale. A second, more
global measure of relationship with God was
assessed by the Religious-Well being subscale from
the Spiritual Well-being Scale (SWS; Ellison, 1983;
Ellison & Smith, 1991). The Religious Well-being
subscale consists of 10 items rated on a 1-6 Likert

scale (1 = strongly disagree; 6 = strongly agree).
The items assess the well-being of the God relation-
ship. Example items include, “I believe that God
loves me and cares about me” and “I have a personal-
ly meaningful relationship with God.” In this sample
the Cronbach’s alpha was .90.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Correlational Analyses

The zero-order correlations between the assess-
ment instruments are found in Table 1. The predic-
tions were confirmed. Specifically, there was a posi-
tive association between Strength of the Satan
Concept and SWS-Religious Well-being ratings. That
is, persons reported more robust notions of Satan
also reporting more satisfying relationships with
God as assessed by the SWS. 

When examining the two attachment measures it
was observed that the Strength of the Satan construct
ratings were positively associated with AGI-Anxiety
about Abandonment scores and negatively associated
with AGI-Avoidance of Intimacy scores. This pattern
of results suggested that those reporting a preoccu-
pied attachment to God (High Anxiety/Low Avoid-
ance) reported more robust notions of Satan. Again,
these associations fit with the predictions. Specifical-
ly, the preoccupied attachment style was character-
ized by a Positive View of Other (God, in this case)
and a Negative View of Self (Hazan & Shaver, 1987).
In comparison to the secure attachment bond, Views
of Other in the preoccupied attachment bond tended
to be idealized and unrealistic. In romantic attach-
ments this often manifests itself as infatuation. In
short, the associations between the SSC and AGI rat-
ings suggest that strong Satan concepts were associat-
ed with a more idealized but perhaps less realistic
view of the God-relationship.

TABLE 1
Zero-order correlations between strength of Satan beliefs, attachment to God, and
religious well-being measures

Variables: Strength of Satan Concept

AGI-Avoidance of Intimacy .25**

AGI-Anxiety about Abandonment .17*

SWS-Religious Well-being .41**

Note: *p < .01  **p < .001; AGI = Attachment to God Inventory; SWS = Spiritual Well-being scale
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Regression Analysis

To verify that SSC ratings were accounting for
unique variance in SWS-Religious Well-being scores
independent of God attachment a hierarchical multi-
ple regression analysis was conducted using SSC and
AGI ratings to predict SWS scores. On the first step
of the equation the AGI subscales scores were
entered. SSC ratings were then entered on step two.
The outcome of the analysis is presented in Table 2.

Table 2, SSC and AGI scores accounted for
59.4% of the variance of SWS ratings. All predictors
were significant with their associated beta weights
converging on the same associations observed in
Table 1. Importantly, on step two a significant R2

change was observed for the SSC ratings. Thus, it
appears that SSC scores were explaining unique vari-
ance in SWS ratings independent of God attach-
ment. In short, although much of the well-being
experienced in the God-relationship can be
attributable to attachment style, relationship with
God does appear to be associated with beliefs in
Satan in the manner predicted by the theory.

STUDY 2

Study 1 supported the prediction that robust
views of Satan were associated with more positive
experiences with God. The question of Study 2 was
to see if views of Satan are associated with theodicy
concerns. Specifically, it was suggested earlier that
Satan might function as a theodic wastebasket, a
place where (attributionally speaking) some of the
pain of life can be dumped and taken off God’s
account. If this is so, then stronger Satan concepts
should be associated with blaming God less for the
pain and sufferings of life. To test this prediction,

Study 2 examined the association between Satan
concepts and theodic complaint toward God.

Participants and Procedure

Participants were 278 undergraduate students
enrolled at Abilene Christian University. Sixty per-
cent of the sample was female. The mean age of the
sample was 19.17 (SD = 3.09). The ethnicity break-
down was: 80.1% Caucasian, 7.2% African-Ameri-
can, 6.2% Hispanic, 1.5% Asian-American. The reli-
gious affiliations represented were: 53.6% Church of
Christ, 13.0% non-denominational, 11.9% Baptist
and, 3.1% Catholic. Participants were also asked the
number of years they had been involved with a Chris-
tian church/denomination. The mean response (in
years) was 16.28 (SD = 5.51). 

Participants were asked to complete the Strength
of the Satan Concept measure developed in Study 1
as well as a measure of God control and theodic com-
plaint. Course credit was offered for participation.

Assessment Instruments

Strength of the Satan Concept. Participants com-
pleted the SSC as used in Study 1 (see Appendix A). In
this sample the SSC yielded a Cronbach’s alpha of .83.

Theodic Complaint Scale. The literature does not
contain a measure of theodic complaint. Thus, the
Theodic Complaint Scale (TCS) was constructed for
use in this study. Conceptually, theodic complaint
assessed the degree to which a person blamed or
held God responsible for the pain and suffering of
human existence (either personally or globally).
Toward that end, seven items were drafted for the
TCS. TCS items and scale instructions can be found

TABLE 2
Hierarchical multiple regression predicting spiritual well-being from Satan beliefs and
attachment to God

Step and predictor variable: R2 rR2 β

Step 1: .59**

AGI-Avoidance of Intimacy -.68**

AGI-Anxiety about Abandonment -.11*

Step 2: .65** .06**

Strength of Satan Concept .26**

Note: *p < .01 **p < .001; AGI = Attachment to God Inventory
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in Appendix B. Prior to use in hypothesis-testing the
factor structure and internal consistency of the TCS
was assessed. It was observed in a principal compo-
nents analysis that one factor best described the vari-
ance among the TCS items (eigenvalue = 3.80,
54.28% of variance). The TCS items generated a
Cronbach’s alpha of .81.

God Control. As a supplemental measure that has
some conceptual relationship to issues of theodicy
(i.e., God’s control of the world), God control was
also assessed. The General Control subscale from
the God Control Scale (GCS; Welton, Adkins, Ingle,
& Dixon, 1996) was used. The GCS-General Con-
trol items assess the degree to which a person
believes that God is controlling life circumstance
(good or ill). The GCS-General Control has six items
with each item rated on a 1-6 Likert scale (1 =
Strongly Disagree; 6 = Strongly Agree). Example
items include, “Whether or not I get into a car acci-
dent depends on God’s plans” and “When good
things happen to me it is because of God’s blessing.”
In this sample the GCS-General Control generated a
Cronbach’s alpha of .89.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Correlational Analyses

The zero-order correlations between the SSC,
TCS, and the God control measure are reported in
Table 3. The predictions for Study 2 were generally
confirmed. Specifically, high SSC scores were nega-
tively associated with low TCS scores. Subjects with
more robust notions of Satan tended to blame God
less for the suffering in human existence. Conversely,
those with more attenuated Satan constructs tended
to blame God more for pain and suffering. In short,
this association seems to suggest that Satan is reliev-
ing some of the theodic burden upon God.

Two other trends in Table 2 warrant attention.
First, the TCS and God Control ratings were nega-
tively associated. This trend seems reasonable. That
is, as theodic complaints increase God is perceived
to be less in control of life. Interestingly, a positive
correlation was observed between SSC scores and
God Control ratings. That is, participants who
believed that Satan was very active in their lives also
believed that God was very active. This trend might
best be explained by some participants having very
robust views regarding the degree to which supernat-
ural forces are active and warring in daily living. That
is, they see both God and Satan as active agents in
their world.

Regression Analysis

Given the intercorrelation among the measures
in Table 3 it was necessary to determine if SSC
scores were explaining unique variance in TCS rat-
ings independent of God Control. To assess this
issue a hierarchical multiple regression analysis was
conducted using SSC and God Control scores to
predict TCS ratings. On the first step of the equation
God Control scores were entered. SSC ratings were
entered on step two. The outcome of the analysis is
presented in Table 4.

SSC and God Control scores accounted for 8.2%
of the variance of TCS ratings. Both predictors were
significant. On step two a significant R2 Change was
observed for the SSC ratings. Thus, it appeared that
SSC scores were explaining unique variance in TSC
ratings independent of God Control. In short,
although some of the variance of theodic complaint
can be attributed to a perceived loss of control on
God’s part, some of the attenuation of theodic com-
plaint can be uniquely attributable to strong notions
of Satan’s activity in the world.

TABLE 3
Zero-order correlations between strength of Satan beliefs, theodicy complaint, and
God control measures

Variables: 1 2

1. Strength of Satan Construct

2. Theodicy Complaint Scale -.24*

3. God Control .22* -.22*

Note: *p < .001
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

Do notions of Satan relieve the emotional burden
of monotheism?

This article began with the historical claim that
post-exilic Israel may have expanded the role and
scope of Satan to deal with the theodic pressure pro-
duced by the fall of the nation and her subsequent
exile. Further, it was suggested that early Christianity
inhered Israel’s post-exilic “warfare” theodicy, the
belief that much of the suffering in life can be
attributed, not to God, but to Satan, the Enemy of
God. The question the preceding studies attempted
to answer was if this dynamic could be observed at
the psychological level in the experience of individu-
al Christian believers. Specifically, two questions
were asked. First, do strong notions of Satan predict
more positive or idealized relationships with God?
Second, do strong notions of Satan reduce theodic
complaint toward God? The answers to these ques-
tions appear to be, tentatively, yes and yes.

Specifically, the results of the two studies present-
ed support the two main hypotheses posited at the
beginning of the paper. Study 1 examined relation-
ship with God along with the strength of the Satan
concept. Overall,  it  was observed that higher
Strength of Satan Construct scores were associated
with higher ratings of religious well-being. Addition-
ally, strong Satan concept ratings were related to a
preoccupied attachment to God. This attachment
style is partly characterized by an idealization of the
attachment figure. Study 2 assessed the relationship
between the strength of Satan concept and theodic
blame toward God. As predicted, Strength of Satan
Construct scores were negatively associated with
theodic complaint. That is, individuals with strong

notions of Satan tended to blame God less for pain
and suffering in the world.

The history and psychology of the
warfare theodicy

From post-exilic Israel to recent theological
scholarship, a warfare theodicy has been a constant
presence in Christian thought. In the biblical wit-
ness, we see the warfare theodicy clearly emerge in
post-exilic books such as Daniel. For example, in
Daniel 10 a delayed answer to prayer is attributed to
angelic combat. This warfare model carries over into
the New Testament and is seen in the gospels and
the epistles. The New Testament warfare theodicy is
most succinctly articulated in I Peter 5:8 (NIV): “Be
self-controlled and alert. Your enemy the devil
prowls around like a roaring lion looking for some-
one to devour.” Interestingly, Revelation is believed
to have been written during a time of intense perse-
cution for the early Christian church. If so, the apoc-
alyptic warfare witnessed in Revelation is articulated
at precisely the time when the Church was undergo-
ing its own theodic crisis, one similar in scope to
Israel’s post-exilic crisis.

Beyond the biblical witness, perhaps no one in
the Western Canon has been more influential in
securing the prominence of the warfare theodicy in
the minds of Christians than John Milton and his
epic Paradise Lost. The genius and influence of Par-
adise Lost resides in the fact that Milton was able to
weave all the disparate visions and anecdotes regard-
ing Satan found in the Bible (from the snake in Eden
to the apocalyptic visions in Revelation) into a sin-
gle, coherent narrative. Although there are many dif-
ferent ways one might interpret the biblical witness

TABLE 4
Hierarchical multiple regression predicting theodicy complaint from Satan beliefs and
God control 

Step and predictor variable: R2 rR2 β

Step 1: .05**

God Control -.17*

Step 2: .08** .04*

Strength of Satan Concept -.20*

Note: *p < .01 **p < .001
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concerning the nature and role of Satan, Milton’s
vision has proven to be enormously influential and is
shared, to some degree, by many Christian believers,
Protestant and Catholic alike.

But the warfare theodicy is not simply an ancient
or medieval formulation; we continue to see contem-
porary theological scholarship based on this model.
For example, the popular Christian writer Gregory
Boyd (2001) explicitly based his theodicy in a warfare
model. More specifically, Boyd attempted to skirt the
theological problems of monotheism by positing a
warfare model to account for the pain and suffering
in life. By now this line of reasoning should be famil-
iar. For example, Boyd stated that the monotheistic
position (where God is controlling all events, good
and bad) “makes it exceedingly difficult to reconcile
the evil in our world with the omnipotence and per-
fect goodness of God. It is not easy to believe-and for
some of us, not possible to believe-that there is a spe-
cific providential purpose being served by certain
horrifying experiences.” (Boyd, 2001, pp. 13-14)
Again, Boyd’s phrase “exceedingly difficult” high-
lights what we have called the emotional burden of
monotheism, the vision of Isaiah 45 where God is the
originator of both good and evil, weal and woe. We
agree with Boyd, it is exceedingly difficult to experi-
ence God in an uncomplicated fashion given the pain
and suffering inherent in human existence. So, how
do we reconcile our experiences with our vision of
God as both all-powerful and fully loving? Boyd took
the path we have observed in post-exilic Israel: He
posited a strong warfare model, where the free will
choices of both angels (Satan and his minions) and
humans account for the lion’s share of the suffering
we experience in life.

To summarize, a warfare theodicy has been a
pervasive and prevalent theological model through-
out the history of Christianity. Further, as we have
seen, the warfare theodicy is often used to explain
issues arising out of the human experience. That is,
a continuing theme throughout the history of God’s
people has been the constant struggle to explain the
bad, evil, pain and suffering in the world. And these
questions are heavy, emotionally and theologically,
if God and only God is the sole actor in human
affairs. This leads us to ask the following question:
Ontological metaphysics aside, might there be psy-
cho-theological attractions associated with a war-
fare theodicy? Based on our studies the answer
appears to be “yes.” It seems that a warfare theodicy
can relieve some of the emotional burden of

monotheism. The warfare theodicy appears to pro-
vide individuals with a way to explain the negative
events in their lives and continue to experience God
in a positive fashion.

Limitations and Future Directions

The lack of complexity in the model. The major
theoretical limitation of the present study is that the
data was viewed through the lens of a very simplistic
attributional model. This is problematic on both psy-
chological and theological grounds. Specifically, the
data has been interpreted to be consistent with a
model that suggests that people assign greater blame
to Satan for painful life events in order to reduce
emotional ambivalence in the God-relationship.
Again, the data support this model but there are
many other factors that should be considered.

From a theological stance, the model outlined
above rests on a very simplistic notion of God and
his activity in the world. That is, most Christians no
not believe that God only brings blessings. In fact,
God may bring hardship and pain, all for the spiritu-
al benefit of the believer. In short, life events and the
activities of God are not so cleanly carved into the
categories of “weal” and “woe.”

Psychologically, there are a variety of reasons
other than the one considered in this research for
why people might seek out clean attributional cate-
gories. That is, participants might not have been
motivated by pressures to achieve a more pleasant
experience with God. Participants might have been
trying to reduce cognitive dissonance or manifesting
intolerance for ambiguity. 

In the end, these perspectives supplement the
present model suggesting that future research in this
area should explore a variety of other theological,
attributional and cognitive features. It may be that
persons who possess simplistic notions of God and
are intolerant of ambiguity are the most vulnerable
to the attributional effects seen in this study. But
more research is needed to tease apart the emotion-
al, theological, and cognitive dynamics.

Developmental issues. The issues raised above
are reinforced by the developmental characteristics
of the sample. Specifically, the trends observed in
the data were found in a youthful undergraduate
population. Again, from a developmental perspec-
tive, this is a population that might, in contrast to
more mature Christian populations, possess rela-
tively simplistic notions about God as well as being
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more intolerant of ambiguity. Thus, great caution
should be taken before these results are generalized
to other populations, particularly older and theolog-
ically mature populations.  The associations
observed in this study may have been due to the
developmental characteristics of the sample.

Future directions. Given both the findings of the
studies and their limitations there are various areas for
improvement and advancement for future research.
First, it would be interesting to determine if Christians
tend to attribute some life events and not others to
God. That is, the current studies did not actually
examine the attribution/life-event mapping for partic-
ipants. For example, often times when a prayer is
deemed to be “unanswered” by God the individual
can explain this event in a myriad of ways. Some may
assume that God has a good reason for not answering
the prayer while others may embed the prayer event in
a larger cosmic struggle as seen in Daniel 10. Further-
more, research might investigate how some individu-
als differentially blame God or Satan in the face of
negative life events. This research might also examine
aspects of the life event to see if certain events are
more likely to be attributed to God or Satan. For
example, acute and traumatic events might be more
likely to be experienced as “attacks” from Satan, locat-
ing the etiology of the event in a force of evil in the
world. In contrast, more chronic and predictable
events, although still tragic (e.g., when a child dies
after a long battle with cancer), might focus more of
the blame on God. In sum, painful events that seem
random and unpredictable (often called surd evil)
may be, for some people, more attributable to Satan
than to God. By contrast, painful events that are the
product of the natural courses of decay inherent in
biological and natural systems may be more
attributable to God than Satan as God is attributed to
be the source of the created order and its workings.

In sum, the present studies appear to open up a
host of new questions concerning the God-relation-
ship. Until these studies, no research had examined
how beliefs in Satan might affect relationship with
God. Our research suggests that there is a relation-
ship between beliefs in Satan and the experience of
God. Further, it appears that the association between
these beliefs and experiences center on theodicy con-

cerns. However, more research is needed to fully
understand the associations observed in this study.
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APPENDIX A
Strength of the Satan Concept

Directions:
Below are statements regarding the degree to which you feel that Satan is an active force in our world today. Please read each
statement and then rate your agreement with each item using the scale below:

1 = Strongly disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Slightly disagree
4 = Slightly agree
5 = Agree
6 = Strongly agree

____ 1. Satan can cause misfortune, accidents, or illness to fall upon good people.
____ 2. In my spiritual life, I feel I am involved in an ongoing battle against Satan.  
____ 3. I don’t think Satan can do much to interfere in people’s lives.
____ 4. Satan is a present and active force in human affairs.
____ 5. Satan roams the earth actively seeking to defeat the people of God. 
____ 6. I don’t believe Satan attacks, harms, and/or interferes with people.
____ 7. I believe that Satan (or his agents) can influence people to act in evil or 
destructive ways.
____ 8. Failing to respect the power of Satan in the world leaves you ignorant and  vulnerable to his attacks.

Scoring Instructions:
Items 3 and 6 are reverse scored.

APPENDIX B
Theodic Complaint Scale

Directions: 

Below are statements reflecting the degree to which you hold God accountable for the pain and suffering in the world and

the degree of disillusionment you feel toward God given the amount of pain and suffering in the world.  Please read each

statement and then rate your agreement with each item using the scale below:

1 = Strongly disagree

2 = Disagree

3 = Slightly disagree

4 = Slightly agree

5 = Agree

6 = Strongly agree

____ 1. The amount of suffering and pain in the world makes me doubt that God cares  about the world.

____ 2. I blame God for the amount of pain and suffering in the world.

____ 3. I think God has let the world get out of control.

____ 4. God is responsible for allowing all the pain and suffering in the world.

____ 5. It troubles me that God does not prevent pain and suffering in the world.

____ 6. I am disappointed in God for creating a world full of pain and suffering.

____ 7. It is largely God’s fault for allowing so much pain and suffering in the world.


